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Abstract:

This paper presents an optimization method to create self-supporting shell structures for 3D printing
(3DP) purposes. Compared to other methods of construction, 3DP can facilitate the fabrication of
freeform, complex shell structures. However, for objects printed at the architectural construction scale,
the 3DP supports are typically hard to remove, causing considerable material and energy waste and re-
quiring additional postprocessing work. Making the geometry self-supporting is a challenging alternative
to neutralize these downsides of 3DP.

We propose a post-slicing optimization method to make porous shell structures self-supporting for 3DP
by reducing the overhang when necessary. The method is applicable to shell structures that, when printed,
only consist of walls without infills or caps. After slicing, we represent the planar wall toolpaths using
medial axes and maximal disks. The method then examines the proximity between the medial axes of
adjacent layers to build a skeleton model and makes adjustments when the overhang exceeds a limit.
Finally, the planar toolpaths are updated through linkage to the medial axes. An example of a Triply
Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS) geometry is illustrated.

In this paper, we offer a computational framework for the local optimization process. Instead of impos-
ing limitations at the beginning of the design process, it adjusts a finished design to form self-supporting
geometry. It investigates the geometry through an organized series of toolpaths and preserves the shell
structure’s local thickness and curvature continuity. While recent self-supporting optimization research
mainly inspects geometries of fixed vertical sections, our method fully develops 3DP’s potential in man-
ufacturing free-form shell structures and can be of vast application on various scales.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Self-supporting structures for architectural additive manufacturing
Additive manufacturing, primarily 3D Printing (3DP), has revolutionized the way objects of different
scales are designed and manufactured. It gives architects the ability to flexibly create complex functional
and exotic geometries that are difficult to achieve with traditional manufacturing methods [1]. How-
ever, architectural additive manufacturing, with concrete 3DP as a most prevalent practice, also faces
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limitations in mass production. While conventional layer-based 3DP utilizes support structures that are
printed together with the geometry and removed afterward, at the architectural construction scale they
are typically hard to remove and create considerable material and energy waste and require additional
post-processing work [2].

Overhanging, hole, and edge features in the print geometry usually require support structures [3]. This
paper is situated in the trend of designing self-supported structures and neutralizing the downsides of
support structures. Making the geometry self-supporting is a challenging task. Extensive research has
been conducted to globally optimize the topology using methods involving moving morphable compo-
nents [2, 4, 5]. However, instead of being the post-processing to a pre-designed geometry, the global
topology optimization process incorporating self-supporting constraints is more like the design process
itself. The principles of topology optimization restrict the freedom of architects in experimenting with
novel structural prototypes. Their outcomes are usually limited to multifurcating structures with fixed
sections such as the Messerschmitt–Bölkow–Blohm (MBB) beam.

In this paper, we propose an alternative to creating a self-supporting structure by locally optimizing
a present geometry that is in general printable but can be vulnerable at certain locations. The main
characteristics of a vulnerable region in the print are identified as bridges, overhangs, and angles [6] when
the geometry is viewed as geometry, or in other words, the mesh or boundary representation as the slicing
input. Our method will scrutinize the geometry as toolpaths after the conventional slicing is finished. The
unprintable characteristics, all referred to as overhangs in this paper, will then be manifested as the planar
offset between layers of toolpaths. Utilizing a post-slicing skeleton model we will be able to calculate
and reduce the overhangs when necessary and thus make the geometry self-supporting.

1.2. 3D printed shell structures
The process of 3DP is essentially linear extrusions. Compared to the traditional casting method, it is
advantageous in creating shell structures with holes and multifurcations which then become innovative
architectural components such as the wall, column, beam, and dome elements with tailored functions
[7–11]. This sustainable approach with minimized material usage to design and fabricate lightweight
structures with high structural performance has thus gained more attention.

This paper will look at lightweight porous shell structure components that, when printed in concrete,
only consist of walls without infills or caps. Typically they are prefabricated in the factory and then
transported to the site for assembly, as opposed to the other two fashions of 3D printing formworks or an
entire building [12]. When combined with structural form-finding, they make efficient discrete systems
[13]. Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS), as one of the lightweight structural prototypes, has been
extensively tested and researched. Due to their minimal surface area, TPMS structures possess a high
surface area-to-volume ratio. The periodic and continuous nature of TPMS structures also allows the
efficient distribution of external loads throughout the material. When a force is applied to one point on
the structure, the load is distributed across multiple points, reducing the overall stress experienced by any
single point. This distribution results in better overall mechanical stability and resistance to deformation
[14]. This paper uses Diamond TPMS as a case study and demonstrates the respective potential of our
optimization proposal.
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Figure 1: Medial axis (red) and some maximal disks of (a) (b) a regular polygon; and (c) (d) a slender polygon.

1.3. Medial axis and skeleton model
Introduced by Blum [15] in 1967, the medial axis is an efficient way to describe a 2D shape. It is
essentially the set of points in a shape that have at least two closest points on the shape’s boundary
(Figure 1a, c). For each point on the medial axis, a unique maximal disk can be drawn if we use the
distance between that point and the closest points on the boundary as its radius (Figure 1b, d). The points
in all the maximal disks are within the original shape and all the points in the original shape are covered
by some maximal disks. We call the combination of the medial axis and each point’s local radius (of
its maximal disk) a disk representation of the shape. We can mutually transform between the boundary
representation and the disk representation of the original shape. This method is also applicable to planar
domains with holes [16] where instead of being a tree, the medial axis will incorporate cycles.

This paper proposes printing the two sides of shell structures in two parallel curves so that the toolpaths a)
are closed contours with seams for better finishing quality and b) can be continuous while accommodating
multifurcations in the plane. To do so, the input geometry is a shell with thickness and volume. Given
a printing direction (z-axis of the printer), it is sliced into one or multiple closed contours in each plane.
If the structure is in general printable, the contours enclose slender domains representing the solid part
of the shell (gray parts in 4). Figure 1c, d show that for a slender domain, a main axis (thickened)
representing the direction and position of the geometry is observed. It offers an efficient representation
where the radii of most maximal disks are similar. Thus we transfer the slender domains created into
medial axes for optimization. And the disk radii are recorded as vectors to preserve the shell structure’s
local thickness and curvature continuity in our method.

The precise calculation of medial axes in polygonal or curved shapes is a complex and slow task [17].
We use an approximate method to compute medial axes and then examine the proximity between the
medial axes of adjacent layers. Adjustments are made when the overhang exceeds a limit. Finally, the
planar toolpaths are updated through vector linkages to the medial axes. This skeleton method will be
explained in detail in the Methodology section. Note that while the concept skeleton is used by computer
scientists as an extension of the medial axis of a 2D geometry, this paper uses it to refer to an entire 3D
print geometry organized in a hierarchical data structure.
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Figure 2: The computational flowchart for reducing the print overhang utilizing the skeleton model method, show-
ing the geometry at different stages.

Figure 3: Main data structure of the geometry optimization.
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2. Methodology
Figure 2 offers an overview of the optimization framework. It comprises four major steps: slice tool-
paths; build the skeleton model; optimize the skeleton model; and finally, rebuild the toolpaths. Figure
3 illustrates the computational data structure where points are stored in relative positions to nodes of the
medial axes. A case study of a Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS) geometry (Figure 2b) generated
using the volumetric modeling plugin Axolotl [18] for Grasshopper is illustrated.

Figure 4: Outer walls (red, counterclockwise) and inner walls (green, clockwise) of groups with (a) no holes; (b)
one hole; and (c) multiple holes.

2.1. Slice toolpaths
Our method applies to both parallel and non-parallel slicing of solid geometries. A concrete 3DP geome-
try as a structural component usually uses its flat top and bottom faces as contact surfaces for assemblage.
The two faces are part of the input of the slicing or can be found using a convex hull analysis. They de-
termine the slicing planes in between that intersect the geometry to create closed contour curves.

2.2. Build skeleton model
In each plane or layer, the contours are then sorted based on their cross-inclusion relations to form
several groups. As illustrated by Figure 4, each group indicates a solid domain (shown as gray). A group
is formed by one outer wall and can have several inner walls each indicating a hole. In the data tree,
they form a list of curves where the outer wall is the first curve (Figure 3). The printing directions of the
walls are also unified to have the parallel layers printed in reversed directions and thus have increased
bounding.

Our approach to calculating the medial axis is developed based on the Voronoi diagram approximation
method by Brandt and Algazi [19]. (Another application of the method in 3DP is the extrusion rate
control to create variable print width [20].) We start by refitting the toolpath curve using a compact
polyline whose adjacent vertices have a prescribed maximal distance. The vertices are then extracted as
a list of points (Figure 5a). Based on the discrete points a Voronoi diagram can be solved and purged to
show the inner structure of the domain (Figure 5b). The half cells form a redundant, approximate planar
skeleton structure. We then merge the adjacent vertices of the Voronoi diagram within a tolerance into
nodes to make the representation more efficient (Figure 5c). The end nodes (having only one neighbor)
too close to the boundary are also purged recursively to extract only the “bones” of the slender geometry.
Referring to the original Voronoi diagram, the linkages between nodes are calculated as stems. With the
node-stem structure formed, each toolpath point is projected to the closest node and regarded as offsetted
from it by a leaf vector (Figure 5d). Note that here we use nouns describing plants because our geometric
structure is similar to plants such as shameplants and ferns in plane.

To examine the overhang between layers, we solve the vertical dependencies between nodes of adjacent
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layers. When the supporting condition of a node is examined, the node is referred to as the daughter
node. For each daughter node, the closest node in the previous layer is found as its mother node. The last
component of the skeleton mode, the spines are then created by connecting the daughter nodes and their
mother nodes (Figure 5e).

Figure 5: Skeleton model building process: (a) convert the input toolpath curve into a compact polyline and extract
points; (b) solve the Voronoi diagram and the vertices inside the domain; (c) merge the vertices to create nodes,
purge those too close to the boundary, and create stem connections between nodes; (d) find the closest node to each
point to create leaf vectors; and (e) find each daughter node in layer i+ 1 the closest mother node in layer i and
connect them to form spines.

2.3. Optimize skeleton model
The goal of our local optimization method is to reduce overhang between layers. Ideally, the local
overhang distance is defined as the offset distance between the new toolpath and the previous one that
supports it (Figure 6). It can be calculated by projecting a point on the new toolpath to the previous
slicing plane and finding its distance to the closest toolpath curve. We use pairs of mother and daughter
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Figure 6: Ideal definition of overhang displacement.

Figure 7: Example of optimizing a group where two nodes are sampled.
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nodes, instead of the points to calculate the offset distance and the overhang displacement. The offset
distance of all the points that rely on the same daughter node is thus treated as the projected length of the
node’s spine in the mother layer plane (Figure 5e). Note that the radii of the two nodes also affect the
actual offset distance. However when the radius is significantly larger than half of the shell thickness, it
means the surface orientation is largely tilted, and in this extreme case allowing more tolerance in offset
by neglecting the change in radii can help maintain the overall shape of the geometry.

Our method requires a predetermined overhang displacement optimization goal (0.9 in the case study).
As shown by Figure 2a, after a round of pre-check, the local optimization process examines each layer
in a certain order. Usually, the contact surface of the top and bottom faces should be preserved in their
original shapes and the merging regions close to the top are more dangerous than the diverging regions
close to the bottom. Therefore, our method follows a top-down order in inspecting layers.

Examining each pair of adjacent payers, we adjust the mother layer (layer i) to better support the daughter
layer (layer i+1). Each mother node receives moving vectors required by the daughter nodes to reduce
their overhang displacement when necessary. One mother node can have multiple daughter nodes. The
vector with the largest magnitude is used to move the mother node, which means that at times our method
cannot eliminate all excessive overhangs.

A node is sampled if it received a moving vector as the mother node. However, its neighbors should
also be adjusted to preserve curvature continuity. The moving vectors of the non-sampled nodes are
calculated based on their distance to the sampled nodes. The distance is the length of the path between
the two nodes on the graph formed by nodes and stems. It acts as a variable to linearly reduce the
sampled moving vector in solving non-sampled moving vectors. In the example of Figure 7, only two
mother nodes are sampled, meaning their overhangs exceed the prescribed limit. When we tune the nodes
in a continuous way using both sampled and non-sampled moving vectors, the curvature continuity of
the node-stem graph is preserved as in the original geometry.

2.4. Rebuild toolpaths
The rebuilding of toolpaths is straightforward. By adding back the leaf vectors to the new nodes, the
points of the new curves are recomputed as shown in Figure 7. The rebuilt toolpath is then smoothed
recursively to form the final toolpath. The entire optimization process thus mimics the kinematics of a
snake skeleton and the thickness and curvature continuity is preserved in the new shell walls.

3. Results
Our case study features a 35×70×70mm Diamond TPMS with a 2mm thickness as the input geometry.
We use an in-house developed PET-G printer with a 1.65mm diameter nozzle to simulate the concrete
3DP in a 1/10 scale. The print width is 2mm and the layer height is 1mm. 0.9 is set as the optimization
threshold. The computation process of slicing and optimizing takes around 60 seconds.

The primitive and optimized toolpaths differ mainly in merging regions (Figure 8a). The branches hold-
ing the bridge are dragged towards each other to reduce the overhang (Figure 8b, d). Figure 8c shows
the cumulative distribution of the overhang. The overhang at each node is weighted by the length of the
toolpath projected to it. As a result, the percentage of toolpaths sufficing the requirement of 0.9 raised
from 91% to 99%.
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Figure 8: Optimization results of a Diamond TPMS geometry, 0.9 is set as the maximal overhang displacement:
(a) toolpaths; (b) volumetric visualization showing overhang displacement; (c) cumulative distribution of printing
overhang displacement; and (d) test prints.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we offer a computational framework for the local optimization process. Instead of imposing
limitations at the beginning of the design process, it adjusts a finished design to form self-supporting
geometry. It investigates geometry through an organized series of toolpaths. It is a pivot exploration
to assist in manufacturing free-form shell structures and can be of vast application on various scales.
Meanwhile, it has the following limitations that require future work:

The method is highly resolution-dependent. The resolution and tolerance parameters, especially the
overhang threshold, determine the quality of the optimized print. When the method is applied to different
scales and diverse geometries, a systematic study of those parameters is required.

While our method features a top-down sequence, the order in which the layers should be organized
and optimized is still open to discussion. One possible solution is to relate the overhang message with
the Reeb graph structure of the geometry and decide on an optimization sequence accordingly. (An
application of the Reeb graph in 3DP is provided by [21].) In addition, a constraint over the geometry’s
boundary parts is also a feature required by using such prints as structural components.

Finally, our local optimization can change the force flow and thus the structural performance of prints.
A comprehensive, comparative study is required to investigate its limits and downsides. Cracking and
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vibration in the printing process of branching shell structures, discussed by [22], is also another factor
affecting the printability and final quality that need to be evaluated in addition to being self-supported.
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